before using: “start” the stormglass weather
forecasting feature by shaking the stormglass
up & down for 10-15 seconds.*

mounting options:
standing mode - to secure the stormglass to a
counter or shelf:

1. unscrew the base from the
stormglass.
2. insert the enclosed selftapping screw into the base
(screw head nests inside base)
and screw it into the counter
or shelf.
3. carefully unscrew the
stormglass onto the base.

*(Note: if it has been shipped to you
via air, it may take 24-48 hours to
adjust to the local conditions)
Lifetime Warranty

WEEMS STORMGLASS #200
The Weems Stormglass
Mysterious Weather Predictor

wall or plaque mounting:

1. unscrew the base from the
stormglass.
2. mount the base to a wall or
plaque by inserting the enclosed
self-tapping screw into the base
(screw head nests inside the
base) and screwing it into the
wall/plaque.
3. find the “mounting accessory”
(in the packaging - it has an internally
threaded ring attached to an externally
threaded post) carefully screw the accessory’s
post into the mounted base until snug. You
may need to rotate the mounted base slightly
so the stormglass is vertical once mounted.
4. invert the stormglass and carefully screw
its post into the accessory’s ring.
5. position the stormglass at the preferred
viewing angle, then lock that position by
screwing the enclosed finial (brass cap
with threaded post) into the top of the
accessory until snug. (Caution: If you
plan to unscrew it in the future, don’t tightenthe finial too much).
6. enjoy your weems stormglass!

Since the 1700’s this interesting device has been used for
predicting the weather one to two days in advance. It
requires
.  no batteries or programming and it works indoors
or out. Changes occur in the crystal formations from day
1to day that signify what weather changes to expect.
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